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Umbrella academy season 2 episode 9 note

The Five are facing back, Vanya is the bomb and ready to go; can Klaus, Allison, Diego get to her in time before jumping begins the Apocalypse? Klaus, Diego, and Allison are still unable to get past Vanya as he continues to rage. Klaus calls himself sexy trash (no arguments) and he and Diego get into a little discussion. Allison prefers to fight Vanya's power rather than listen to her brothers fight, and she
begins to crawl in the direction of the room that holds Vanya. She didn't do it long before a sudden surge hit her backwards. Diego is next, but before he goes, Klaus pumps him up telling him that he looks like Antonio Banderas with long hair (again, no topic). He uses his knives to stabilize himself as he crawls down the aisle and calls to Klaus that he won't make it, it's up to Klaus to save the world. It's time
for pep himself, Klaus grabs the fire hose Diego unleashed and pulls forward. Klaus enters the door, opens it, but is then sent flying backwards to join hargreeves' pile in the corner. Hope is apparently almost lost, until Ben appears before his fallen brothers, and then heads for Vanya. Image courtesy of Netflix Luther is still stuck among the Five, with the older five seemingly keeping his cool while Five
Spirals in Psychosis Paradox. Luther, being the terrible liar he is, basically confirms to Five that the older Five will kill him with his badly deficient poker face. He also confirms that he is working with the older Five on a plan that Five already knows five has. It's him, after all. Remind Luther that if he has paradox psychosis, five others have it too. Herb takes Diego out of The Handler (she threatened him) and
asks Lila what she will do. It was his responsibility, after all. While Lila and The Handler discuss Diego's fate, and mom's faith in Lila, Herb goes to investigate the fish bowl on her desk. He scrutinizes, and written in yellow stones are the numbers 743. After being thrown out of the room, Herb heads down and finds a file for case 743 and steals the front page. Image courtesy of Netflix Ben has no problem
getting to Vanya, because of him being a ghost, but that doesn't mean he can communicate with her to stop. He can, however, own it through his practice with Klaus. In addition, Harlan's visions of pulsing with Vanya's powers are not visions, Harlan is influenced by what is happening in Vanya. (A side effect of her reviving him at the beginning of the season?) Sissy and Carl find him numb and rigid in his
room until he says his first word: Vanya. Carl panics, takes Harlan and runs, ready to put him in an institution. Sissy stands in front of the car with a gun, no longer takes the bullshit of Lila corners Herb in the hallway trying to get Diego's time and location. She asks if she's really going to kill him, and she says, Of course not, I love him. If this is preparing us all for more pain or does not remain be seen. Lila,
can we trust you again? He also hands Lila the page stolen from case 743, and whatever he says is not good news for Lila. (Is it the truth about how she came to stay with The Handler? What happened to his parents?) Image courtesy of Netflix The Fives are now in a teleportation battle, but Luther finally comes in to talk a sense in these two little psychopaths. With a quick kick to the groin, they get Luther
out of the picture and start their dance. Ben's looking for Vanya in his mind. He follows the same path he had, but at the table where we last saw the hargreeves family sitting at dinner (brains) is now just a solitary white violin, Vanya curled into the ball inside. I remember everything, and I'm doing it again, don't I? Vanya confesses to her brother, a face he hadn't seen in a long time. Ben tells her that no
wonder he can't control him, his father was afraid of her, he couldn't handle his powers, but it doesn't mean he can't learn. All their brothers are out there right now, ready to die for her; she's not alone anymore. Apparently, Ben isn't really impervious to Vanya's powers, her spirit is disintegrating inside her, and she's not going to make it with her. His last request, a hug. It's been 17 years since he heard one,
and that's what he wants to feel in his last moments. Image courtesy of Netflix It worked, Vanya wakes up. Harlan, too. Sissy still has Carl at gunpoint. As they argue, Harlan gets out of the car, choosing to stand next to his mother and Carl is not happy. He tries to snatch Sissy's gun, and as they fight for the weapon, he shoots and the bullet dars towards Harlan. But the little piece of Vanya inside him
comes to life, blocking the bullet and sending it bouncing right into Carl's chest. Lila knows the truth, well, not really... but she thinks so. He thinks Five killed his family on an order given by AJ (it was really given by The Handler). And now The Handler has an out, Diego was snooping around looking for that file to hide Five's transgressions. Lila gets revenge, and The Handler ... swallows AJ for trying to
sabotage her. Luther is now stuck trying to figure out which Five is the real Five. Well, it's both the real Five, but which one can help. Luther decides that regular Five is that and loses the older five. Five opens the portal, and on the other hand we see a very familiar show - the Hargreeves since season 1 when Five first arrives home. Thinking that everything won't go well with Vanya defused, Diego is back
on his mission to save JFK. So close ... as Reginald Hargreeves arrives on the grassy hillock, Five and Luther have almost five larger where they want it, which is jumping down into Whirl. That is to say, until Luther is eliminated by 2019 Diego throw something through the portal, and the spotter is gone. Then a battle for the briefcase begins again. Luther kicks five older ones through the portal before it
closes but but the useless briefcase in the process, as half of it went with the five oldest back to 2019. The brothers all watch as Kennedy turns the corner waiting for the assassination, and Five-seater Diego running for his father. So it wasn't his father, after all (or maybe Reggie made some sense) and the gunshots. The murder was successful. Man Diego gave him a note from Reginald Hargreeves' office.
I told you... Image courtesy of Netflix Talking about Reginald, it comes to what looks like a congratulations party with majestic 12. Surprisingly, Reginald is upset about the success of the assassination, it didn't have to be touched, that was the deal. They lied to him. Oh, so Majestic 12 is looking for the moon. Reggie leaves, telling them not to contact him again. But it looks like Reggie may have secrets,
and they're going to use them to blackmail him for his tech plans. And then... Reginald takes his face off, revealing that he is not even human, and it seems majestic 12 is now the Deceased 11. Well, time is now quite the anomaly... Literally. The Manager remembers all his personnel from the camp, ready to prepare for war. The screen enlarges Sissy's farm, their barn is full of blue and white light. Looks
like Harlan might be in trouble... The penultimate episode of the second season of The Umbrella Academy was brutal. The brothers are all safe (minus Ben), JFK has still been murdered, and all are still stuck in the 60s with no way out in sight. And what's going on with Harlan? Can he be saved? It remains an episode. You can watch all 10 episodes of Season 2 of The Umbrella Academy on Netflix now.
THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY RITU ARYA as LILA in episode 207 of THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY Cr. CHRISTOHORIDIS/NETFLIX © 2020 The opening of The Umbrella Academy Season 2, Episode 9 begins right where the previous episode stopped. Ben then comes forward and takes one for the team, as his ghostly self heads to the room. I think I could have yelled at my screen because I love Ben, so
much. Elsewhere, Luther is divided between two Five, uncertain of which one to listen as both are against each other and each is also suffering from paranoid psychosis. At the Commission, The Handler is wearing another incredible outfit when Lila shows up. His mother already knows that Diego is an M.I.A. because he threatened Herb with a knife to tell him what happened with the infinite switchboard.
With Lila in the loop, The Handler is eager to find out how she will handle things - that is, she should kill Diego. Lila wants to let him go, but her mother essentially tells her that she needs to stick to their agreement or things could go wrong for her after losing The Handler's trust. Meanwhile, Herb notices AJ the fish always busy in his fish bowl. He notices that AJ wrote 743 the pebbles at the bottom. Herb
rushes into the storage room and retracts the file called 743.He returns with Vanya to the FBI building, Ben manages to own it, and Harlan stops freaking out at the farm. When Sissy and Carl find him, he pronounces Vanya's name, scaring them both, but above all Carl.Carl takes him and hoists him out of the house, with the intention of taking him to an institution where he can get real help. Sissy stops him
standing in front of the car and pointing his rifle at her husband. Maybe you should look at how you talk to me for once. Herb meddles in Lila as she leaves the room and she makes him a corner, threatening him if he doesn't tell her where Diego is. Herb tells her about their escape plan and that Diego has returned to Dallas to help his family. She also wonders if she really kills him and she says, of course,
she loves him. Before she can visit him, Herb gives her the file she found and everything on it devastates Lila.Luther has his hands full with the Five, especially when he realizes that both are reaching stage seven of paranoid psychosis - murderous rage. He tries to calm them down and think about things, but the young Five has disabled him with a quick kick to the groin so that the two Five can start fighting
each other. Then comes one of the saddest scenes of the season, I admit I was reaching for tissues as Ben got into Vanya's mind, I had a feeling what was coming. Inside, Ben finds only one white violin and within another layer of his sister's mental landscape, finds a sobbing Vanya, terrified of what she has become. Ben assures her that it's not her fault, her father tormented her for years, drugged her,
didn't allow her to learn how to control her abilities. Ultimately, he helps her understand that she can stop everything, that it is not too late, and sacrifices himself in the process as she is no longer able to withstand the energy she exudes. Can you hug me on the way? He asks, as a final favor. He also asks Vanya to say something to Klaus, but we don't hear what he whispers. Is this really the end for Ben? I
hope not. Cut to the farm again and things heat up between Carl and Sissy as he gets out of the car to confront her. She doesn't think she should ask for anything more than she has, claiming that he's been loyal all these years and provided a decent life, but Sissy loves Vanya and she clearly doesn't love Carl for a long time. Besides, he seems to have forgotten how many nights he spent getting drunk at
the Carousel Club. As his parents fight, Harlan gets out of the car and chooses his mother over his father. Carl advises against Sissy for the gun and in the fight goes off, pointing a bullet directly at Harlan.It activates a kind of force field, I guess from Vanya's powers, and the bullet bounces and redirects right into the of Carl, killing him. As the Fives continue to fight, Luther eventually manages to gain the
upper hand by tearing up the gun the old Five would use to kill Kennedy. Kennedy. He pretends to kill young Five, but then quickly beats the unconscious old Five as he grabs the suitcase and tells Five to open the portal. Around the same time, Lila confronts The Handler with the truth about the 743, which was a killing order to take out her parents. He says he was approved by AJ Carmichael, but through a
flashback we see that it was Handler herself who made it happen, assigning Five to the case to slaughter his parents. Thinking Lila found out, The Handler also approached a knife, but Lila only knows that AJ's stamp is on paper and Five was the assigned killer. The Manager uses his discovery to turn Lila against Diego, insinuating that he came to the Commission only to find the file and hide the evidence
from her and that he and Five are in league to keep it a secret. When Lila leaves to go after Diego and his brother, The Handler sets eyes on poor AJ, who realizes that he is behind the losing order 743. He swallows his small body of goldfish in a sip. When Vanya wakes up and reunites with her siblings, they are all happy to realize that they are alive and it seems that judgment day has been avoided.
Realizing this, Diego thinks he can still save JFK since Vanya is not about to explode, he doesn't see why Kennedy should die and is close to getting there so he rushes away, even though Allison tries to stop him. The Umbrella Academy Season 2, Episode 9 Recap: Does Diego Prevent Kennedy's Assassination? As Diego snaps to face his father, who apparently shows up on the grassy hillock just like the
expected photograph, Five recounts the old version of himself to enter the portal and gives him the correct calculations for his next time jump. But just before jumping through, Klaus from 2019 throws a fire extinguisher through eh portal and knocks Luther to the ground. In the skirmish, the old Five sinks for the briefcase, and the two Five fight once again as the portal begins to shrink. In a panic, Luther
kicked the old Five in the portal before it was too late. Unfortunately, the briefcase goes with him and half of it is cut into the portal, rendering it useless. Before they can work out the final blow to their plans, they realize that Kennedy is turning the corner in his motoring parade and will be assassinated within seconds. Diego reaches out to the man who thinks of his father and throws him to the ground, but
surprise! It's not Reginald after all. It's a bait of some kind since Kennedy ends up dying and the man hands Diego a note from his father that simply reads: I told you. Poor Diego gives us that harrowing single tear as all his effort ends up being for nothing. The Umbrella Academy Season 2, Episode 9 recap: Reginald's Shocking Truth Hargreeves.In one of the most unexpected twists of the season, let's
learn more about who, or what, exactly Reginal Hargreeves is. Remember how Reginald said Grace needed to trust him and essentially made her think that all the nefarious stuff in her secret bookstore room wasn't what Well, it looks like it was true, to some extent. He didn't want Kennedy to die and arrives at the hotel's tiki bar where he hosted dinner for the Hargreeves earlier in the season. He's angry at
Majestic 12 for making the assassination. Apparently, Kennedy wasn't supposed to be touched. He has no intention of continuing to deal with the group, but then the man in charge threatens Reginald. He says that if he doesn't keep giving them the crazy rocket technology they used to explore the moon (and Reginald's interests on the dark side of the moon) then they'll tell the world who he really is.
Reginald doesn't kindly take this, so she strips off her dress and then her HUMAN SKIN, revealing herself as a kind of lizard man or Demogorgon diet, before tearing all the men in the room to shreds. I think we can understand why Reginald is fascinated by the moon since he doesn't seem to be from our planet. In the final moments of The Umbrella Academy Season 2, Episode 9, The Handler receives a
call to go to the infinite switchboard room. Inside, the technician tells her that she is seeing an anomaly that is off the charts. He asks if he told anyone else what he saw and he says no, so he killed him and then called all the Commission staff out of the camp, declaring war. Finally let's see what he saw on the screens, it looks like someone's doing a lot of energy outside the Sissy barn, and I guess it's
Harlan. Next: The Company: Where's Season 2? Umbrella Academy Season 2 is now streaming on Netflix. Netflix.
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